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languages which are acceptable in exponential time by means 
ethods. (i) The chtss of all languages which are acceptable in 
aracterized by the clnss of all (0-l)-functions which can be 
starting with the initi:L! functions of the Grzegorczyk-class SS2, by means of substitution 
d recursion of the form f(~, y + 1) = h(x, y, f(x, y}, f(x, 1(x, y))), I(x, v) d V. (ii) The 
es which are accepta le in exponential time is equal to the class of all languages 
ext-sensitive grammars with context-free control sets. 
1. ctk 
In this paper we will characterize the class F of all languages which are 
acceptable by deterministic multi-tape T ines in exponential time. This 
Jass is very interc3Ing in connection wi nship between Gme and tape 
complexity. It is uot known yet whether E is erent from the class of all 
ie by deterministic linear bounded automata. E is formally 
A 3 deterministic multi-tape uring machine accepting 
in the time bound d”). 
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Ritchie proved in [9] tfrat the deterministic context-sensitive langtiages ~5: 
characterized by the (Ca-1).functions of the class g2 of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy 
[2]. We get a similar description for E replacing the scheme for the limited 
primitive recursion 
[g, h,j E %‘;f(x, y) = Axy [y = @-+ g(x), h(x, y,f(x, y - I))], 
f(x, ypq(x9 y)] =3 f e‘t g2 
in the definition of g2 by the scheme 
kskj,lE 9; f(x,y)= Axy[y =o-+g(x),W,y,f(x,y - l),f(x,l(x,y))], 
l(x,y)~y,f(x,y):~j(x,y)j =+ fER 
Then E is characterized by the (0-I)-functions belonging to the class !F. 
On the other hand E is equal to the class of all languages which are generated by 
context-sensitive grammars with context-free control sets (with or without “appear- 
ance checking”). When we denote these classes by 3?(1,2,0) and ZE’(l, 2, l), 
respectively (notation from [lo]), then we get .3( 9,2,0) = A?‘( 1,2,1) = E. Therefore 
the question asked i:+r [lo] whether JZ(l, 2,O) is equal to the class of the context- 
sensitive languages is a question about the relationships which hold between 
deterministic time bounds -and nondeterministic tape bounds. 
Proving the recursive characterization of E we have to define an arithmetization 
of the computation of a Turing machine. We do this without encoding whole tape 
inscriptions by natural numbers. Thus we avoid defining a great number of 
functions and predicates describing the moves of a Turing machine. This method 
leads to a proof of Kleene’s normal form theorem which is considerably shorter 
than those given in the Ifrcrature. 
In Section 2 we wilil prove the recursive characterization of E and in Section 3 the 
grammatical one. Some of the proofs can be found in more detail in 171. 
eriz 
Up to now two different methods Slave been used to describe time bounded 
computations by means of recursive methods. On the one hand there has been used 
a certain type of limited general recursion [4,6] --t 
characterization since recursive calls can be controll 
ited syntactic recursions have been ap 
theme used in this paper has t 
ion oi’ the primitive-recu l 
ization gives some new informatio7r about 
and tape bounded computations. 
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n) and hxy [X l y ] belong 
to 9. 
(ii) 9 is closed under subs!I:ution. 
et k be some natural number and let g : 
et l(Z, y ) s y hold for all x’ 
If f (Z, y ) G j(Z, y ) holds for all x’ E 
‘herefore the di erence between 9 and the Grzegorczyk class ‘Z?* is the 
following: If you wa to compute f(Z, y + 1) by means of its recursive scheme then 
yap:: must know not only the value of f(Z, y) but also an ad itional value f(% y'), 
yk I(& y) s y. In this context it is interesting that we don’t leave the class %* if we 
use schemes of the form 
f&y+ I)= WJVf(E (27 Y )))9 l(f* Y) s y (see [8]). 
But it is not kr:own whether 9 = %* holds. 
First we show, ow much time we need to compute a function out of 9. 
be a function out of 9. Then there exist natural numbers 
M which needs -starting with inary encoding of a 
tupel (xl,. . ., & ) E Nk on its input tape - not more than c l xlsisk{xi})’ steps in 
order to write 4$(x1,. ., & ) in hary notation on its tape. 
roof. The proof of the lemma is straightforward. It is clear that ahe initial 
functions have the above property. Furthermore the growth of all functions out of 
9 is bounded by functions which can be generated by means of and (ii)- that is 
without recurs;on. Therefore to each f E 9 there exist 0, p E such that f(x’)s 
Q) l (max(xi})@. The lemma is now proved in the us;lal way by induction on the 
tions and recursions necessary to define the function .$. 
oes not lead to a greater demand for time than t 
t f be some function which is defined by either of t 
ave to co ute idI bor cases successively 
order to get the value f(Z, y + 1). Cl 
only in the following way: Starting on the first cell the head moves to the right (it is 
never allowed to remain on the same cell) until it reaches acell which has not been 
scanned before. After that the head moves back to the fir 
started again and again until the machine stopr The first ce 
,ste!?. 
‘ro give a formal definition, a Turing machine in normal form is a Mupie 
M’ = (S, X, T, 8, so, F), where 
(1) .X and T are finite sets (sets of input symbols and symbols written by 
res:pectively), X n T = 0. 
= 2? x {I, t} for some finite set 3. so E S is the initial state and F C S the set 
(3) 6 : S x (X U T CI (B})+S x T X { - 1, + 1) is a mapping such that S(s, y) = 
(s’, y’, q) for some s,s’ES;yEXUTU{B},y’ET,qE{-l,+l}implies 
if s~~~(r}~y~TvsE~~(l}~yET~ 
otherwise. I +l r7 = -1 
Here B denotes the blank symbol and T, C T is the. set of those tape symbols which 
announce the left end of the tape. In the first step a symbol out of T, is written and 
afterwards it is always just the first cell which stores a symbol out of Ti. 
If a Turing machine has normal form then the movement of its head is uniquely 
determined and does not depend on the i put. If we number the cells beginning 
with 0; then the jth cell of the tape is reached by the Turing machine in its j’th 
step for the firii: time (see Diagram I). The position H(t) which has the head of M 
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P--(\~)‘-~~ h t , w zre It/t is the greatest natural number 
form which act opts L w 
ge which is accepted by a -tape Turing machine 
rn there exists a one-tape ng machine in normal 
e time bound TQQ2. 
so, F), where X is the set 
and XnT=@. 
in normal form which simulates 
step by step in the foll ng way: If M reaches some configuration then 
ches a configuration wh the inscription of the tape is the same as for M 
except hat the first cell and the cell, scanned by the head of M, are marked. In 
order to simulate the the machine maves its head to the right 
until it reaches a cell which has not been scanned before. During this process fi 
reads the symbol which is stored in the marked cell and changes the tape inscription 
as it is determined by the next move function of M as far as it is possib!e (on!y in the 
cdse where the head of A4 moves to the left in its next step this is not possible). 
After M has re’ac ed its turning-point it moves back to the first cell. During this 
process it eventually marks the new head position of fi. 
It is clear tLat needs not more than T(n)2 steps in order to simulate the T(n) 
steps of M. 0 
If we want to characterize languages L CX* by functions f : 
define a bijective mapping g : X*+ We demand the mapping to be bijective 
(and not only injective) because othe se the function f is also defined in numbers 
not belonging to &X*) and therefore it contains more information than t. In this 
case we should not call the correspondence between f and L a characterization. 
assume that X = (1,. . ., t} for some r E . Then a bijective mapping 
is defined by: 
&(&i = 0, gJva)= a + r *g,(v) Va E X v E X*. 
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If A4 is a Turing machine in normal form then H and P are functions not 
depending on the machine A4 or on the input string. Therefore in this case we will 
only write H(t) and P(t). We already saw that 
N(t) = 1 t - (ti)2 - til l 
Suppose now that A4’ = (S, X, TI 8, so, F) is a Turing machine in normal form and 
that S = (1,. . ., a} C Then the next move function S defines the following two 
functions 
if 6(s,y)=(s’,r’,q) with some y’E T&E{-I, +l), 
if s E (0) u F, 
CT + 1 otherwise; 
if S(s, y)= (s’, y’, q) with some s’E S, v E (- 1, + l}, 
otherwise. 
CY and /3 can be regarded as extensions of the ccmponent-functions of 6 on N X N. 
Thev are total functions and constant outside fkite intervals. cy has the Value 0 if S 
leads tea the accieptance of the input string. In the definition of ar we assumed that 
6(s, y) is not defined for any s E F. 
If we now define a function I, : 
symbol of g;‘(z) by 
r}, such that I&, i) is just the i th 
I@, i) = I 0 if i 2 I(g;‘(r)), x if 3~,~EX*:l(~j=iAls31(~x~)=z 
(note that 1&O) is the leftmost symbol of g;‘(z)), then the functions S and T are 
described by the following recursion scheme: 
S(y, 0) = so, 
S(y, t f 1) = I 4S(y, 0, T(y, P(t))) if P(t)# 1, @(y, t), I,(y, H(t))) if P(t) = 1, 
VY, 0) = 0, 
I P(S(y, t), ‘f(y, P(t))) T(y’ t-‘* ‘I= @(S(y, t), iriy, $!(t))) if W)# 19 if P(t) = 1. 
This simple recursion scheme totally describes the computation of a 
machine. It slould be 
defined in the usual ari 
(t + 1)th step fjepends OIT the current state after 1’ steps and the content of the cell 
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this tape symbol is T(y, (k)). If the cell M(t) has never been scanned before, then 
P(t) = 1 and M reads the H(t)th symbol of the input string. This symbol is just 
&(y, H(t)) if we assume that the blank symbol I3 is identified with 0. 
Now let us assume that M operates with the time bound d” for some d E 
v E X*. Then M needs at most d’@) steps in ord to decide whether u is accepted 
by M. If we set y = g,.(v) then the&exists a c E such that y” zz d I(“). Therefore u 
is accepted by &I if and only if S(g,(v), g&)“) = 0. This leads together with Lemma 
1 to our first main theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let gr : {I,. . ., r}+ be the function whieh we defined.above. Then 
the following holds: 
(1) Let f: N-+(0,1} be some function out of 9. Then L, = 
(vE{l,..,, r}* 1 f&,(v)) = 1) belongs to E for all r 2 2. 
(2) Let L C{l,. . ., r}*, r 2 2, be some language out of E. Then th? funcrion 
f0 ( 
1 x = if g,‘(x) E L, 
0 otherwise, 
belongs to 9. 
Proof. (1) We have to define a Turing machine A4 which accepts L,. Let 
v E (1,. . ., r} be the input string and set x = g(v). The computation of M consists 
of two parts: (a) A4 computes the binary nota+ #,n of X; (b) M computes the value 
f(x) (starting from the binary notation of x). 
Let v = (Y~ . . . CY,~, ai E (1,. . ., r}. Then 
x = g,(v) = am + a,_] l r + . . . + a1 l rm-l s r’(“)+l. 
Therefore M can compute first the unary notation of x and, starting from this unary 
notation. the binary notation of x in not more than c l r’(“) steps where c E IV is 
ber. Afterwards M computes f(x). Because of Lemma 1 there exists a 
needs not more than c l xp steps to do this. Therefore the tota- 
amount of tinac, needed by M, is bounded above by c’ l 
c{l,. . ., r)* be a language out of E. Let be a Turing machine 
with the time bound d” for some d E rt~mmre we can 
is a one-tape Turing machine in normal fo 
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S(y,Q) = 1 (so is identified with the number l), 
S(y, t -I* 1) = a(S(y, 0, T(Y, P(t))) if p(t) ic 1, 
CY(S(Y, t), I(y, H(t))) if Fit) = I, 
‘q-y, 0) = 0, 
T(y9 ’ + ‘)= 
P(S(Y, t)9 T(Y9 P(t))) if P(t) # L 
p(S(y, t), I,(y, H(t))) if f(t) = 1. 
Here CY and p: are functions which are constant outside finite intervals and 
therefore they belong to the Grzegorczyk class %” (8’ C iif* C 9). Furthermore it is 
shown in [2] that functions like our H belong to 8’ and that 8’ is closed under the 
operation of limited maximum. Therefore P E 8’. I, can be defined by using the 
functions D,(z) = [z/r] (greatest natural number s z/t) and R,(z) = r - D,(z) l r. 
It is easy to see that I, E %!f”. 
In order ?o show that S, T E 9, we set A(y, t) = S(y, t) + (a + 2). T(y, t). Then 
S(y, t) = R&A (y, t)) and T(y, t) = D,+,(A (y, t)) and in the case P(t) # 1 from the 
recursion scheme follows: 
A (y, t + 1) = a (R+z(A (y, t)), D,+2(A (Y, P(t)))) 
+ (u + 2) l P (&+z(A (y, t)), D,+2(A (Y 1, P(t)))). 
We get an analogous formula for the case P(t) = 1 and this leads to the recursive 
scheme: 
A (y, 0) == 1, 
A (y, t + 1) = +(y, t, A (Y, t), A (Y, P(t))), 
where 
$(Y,t,W) = 
cu(R,,z(x), Dm+&)) + (0 + 2) l P(R+z(x), DG-+&)) 
a(Rm+z(x),%(y, H(t))) + (0 + 2) l @(K+&), k(y, H(t))) 
if P(t)# 1, 
if p(t) = 1. 
Since fi E go C 9 and A is bounded above by a constant we see that A & 9 and 
therefore also S E 9. 
Furthermore we already showed that there exists a c E N such that o E L is 
equivalent o S(g*( u), g,(t))“) = 0. Let us define a function f : N+ (0, 1) bv 
f0 ( 1 X _ if S(x,x’)=O, 
0 otherwise. 
Then f E 9 and f(x) = 1 holds if and only if g;‘(x) E I.,. Cl 
Theorem 1 states that (except of the necessary encoding r) the class E is equal to 
the class of ali (&Q-functions belonging to 9. With the methods of this section this 
result cannot be transferred to arbitrary functions computable by uring machines 
in exponential time, because in this case the values of the function are given by 
whole inscriptions of the Turing tape. The simplicity of our method was just based 
e fact that we avoi ed the encoding of whole tape inscriptions. 
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It is clear that we can use our arithmetization to prove a version of Kleene’s 
normal form theorem. (It should be noted Cat g2 C 3 C g3.) 
Theorem 2. Let f : N+ (0, 1) be some computable function. Then there exist 
g, h E 9, such that f(x) = g((p /t)[ h (x, t) = 01) holds. 
Proof. Let M = (S, X, T, 8, so, F) be a Turing machine computing $ We can assume 
that S is a disjunctive union S = So U St U & such that S is defined on S2 x 
(XUTU{B})an 
value of the function 
Now we set 
stops in a state belonging to Si, i E’{O, l}, if and only if i is the 
f . 
if t = even A S(x,it) E So v t = odd .Z’S(x,i(t + 1)) E S1, 
otherwise, 
1 if t = odd 
g(t)= [ 0 otherwise: 
Then g, h E 9 and f(x) = g((p/t)[h(x, t) = 01) holds. q 
As mentioned above we cannot transfer this result with our methods to 
arbitrary-valued functions if we choose the Turing machine to be the underlying 
machine model. If we consider however a random access machine whose only 
arithmetical operation ‘is the successor function and which can store in each of its 
registers a natural number, then we can interpret the content of the first register as 
the result of the computation. We can describe the dynamic behaviour of such a 
machine in the same way as above (see also [6]). This leads to a version of Kleene’s 
normal form theorem which is valid for arbitrary-valued computable functions. 
In any case we get a proof of Kleene’s normal form theorem which does not use 
any of those complicated encodings whose application make the proof known from 
the literature so tedious. 
aracterization of El 
Definition : A grammar G = (V,, VT, P, S), where VN is the set of non-terminal 
symbols, VT the set of terminal symbols and S E VN the start symbol, is called 
context-sensitive if all rules belonging to P have the form u1 Au2+ til vu2, where 
UI, u2e ( U VT)*, v E ( VN U VT)+ and A E VN. 
Now llet G be a context-sensitive grammar. Let 5 : P be some’ t: ijzctive 
nd let -6 CLab(P) be some set. t D be a AeGvation 
As in [lo] we define: U is &led calttrol word 
of D if one of the following 
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(i) D is the derivation u + v and W = fi where u = ~1 u2 2.43, v = u1 w 243 for some 
ul, u2, cs3, w E (I& U VT)* such that u2+ w E P and 5(u2+ w) = fi 
(ii) D consists oi one word v E ( VN U VT)* and U = E or U E F, and l-‘(U) = 
ul+ u2 has the property that uI is no subword of v. 
(iii) D is a derivation 2;+ v? -+v3 and U = U1 U2, where Ut is the control word 
of Vl -3v2 and U2 is the control word of v2 +v3. 
The control word of a derivation gives us the numbers of all rules which are used 
in the derivation in the succession of their application. If a rule with a number 
f E F1 is not applicable then this rule can be omitted and the derivation continues at 
the next rule of the control word. 
We define: 
L(G, C, F1) = {w E VT i 3 derivation D : S $+ w and U E C such that 
U is control word of D}. 
In this paper we consider context-sensitive grammars G and context-free control 
sets C. We set: 
Z(1) = {L(G, c, F*)J G is a context-sensitive grammar, C C (Lab(P))* is a 
contlext-free languag.: and P1 C Lab(P)}, 
2?(O) = {L(G, C, 0) 1 G is a context-sensitive grammar and C C (Lab(P))* 
is :: context-free language}. 
Itl [lo] our families 3?(I) and Z’(O) are denoted by 3’(1,2,1) and 9(1,2,0), 
respectively. We will show now that Z(O) = 9(l) = E. In this proof we use the 
cksracterization of E by means of writing pushdown acceptors. The reader should 
remember that deterministic and non-deterministic writing pushdown acceptors 
define the same families of languages. First we prove that A?(l) Cl?. This result is 
not trivial since the control word of a derivation can be far longer than the 
derivation itself. 
Lemma 3. Z(1) C E. 
. Let G = ( VN, VT, P, S) be a context-sensitive grammar, let C C (Lab(P))* be 
a context-free anguage and let P, CLab(P). Set L = L(G, C, PI). We will now 
define a non-d erministic writing pushdown acceptor A4 = (S, X, T, 8, so, F) which 
accepts L. We can assume that A4 has in addition to its pushdown tape an input tape 
and a working tape (because of this arrangement we avoid writing on two tracks). A 
ration of A4 is a 6-tuple (s, w, v, w, i, j) where s E S; w E *; u, v E T” ?nd 
denote the state, the inscription on the input tape, worki tape, pushdown 
tape and the head positions on the input tape and the working tape. Furthermore 
t 
e 
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A4 simulates (non-deterministically) on its working tape an arbitrary derivation D 
of the grammar G and simultaneously it simulates on its pushdown tape the 
computation of K where K takes the control word of D as its input word. M 
accepts a word w E X* if and only if it reaches a configuration where the 
inscription on the working tape is w and the pushdown tape is empty, 
Now let w E X* be an arbitrary word and let D be some derivation S *_ 21 G 
with control word U. In this case A4 will reach the configuration (5, W, V, ii, d,l) 
where Se is the state and u’ is the inscription on the pushdowrz tape which can be 
reached by K starting from the input strmg U. 
We have to show how a derivation step of the grammar G is simulated by A4 Let 
cy * (8 be an arbitrary (non-deterministically chosen) rule out of P and let f be the 
number associated with this rule. 
Then M first examines whether ar is a subword of v. If this is true, then M 
chooses non-deterministAlly a place where a occurs (that means: v = vlcyv2 with 
ol, v2 E T*) and replaces on its working tape v by vl pv2, if I@, pv2) s l(w). The 
state and the inscription on the pushdown tapi: are changed according to the next 
step which is performed by K when it reads the input symbol J That means, if S is 
the next-m:-ve function of K and if ti = u’ 0 y for some y E T, then M can proceed 
to every configuration (s’, w, v1 /3v2, fi 0 y’, 1,1) such that v = v1 ~~21~ and 
(s’, y’)E S(s,f, y). M stops if I@, pv2) > Z(w). 
Now let us consider the case that ar is not a subword of v. If fe PI, then M stops. 
If however f E P,, then M can proceed to any configuration (s’, w, v, ih’ 0 y’, 1,l) 
such that (s’, y’) E S(s, f, y). Here again we assume that u = u’ 0 y for some Y 6, T. 
G is a context-sensitive grammar. Let v, w E X* be two words with 1(~) 6 I(w ). 
Then obviously there exists a derivatian S G v with a control word U E C’ if and 
only if M c&n proceed from the configuration (ss, V, S, ‘yO, 1, l)- where so is the 
initial state and y. the initial symbol on the pushdown tape of K-to some 
configuration (g, w, v, 6,1,1). 
In order to decide whether there exists a derivation S G w with a control word 
U E C, M performs the following operations: (1) M starts in the configuration 
(SO, w, s, yo, 1 9 I)* (2) simulates on its wcrking tape an arbitrary derivation of G 
(as far as the derivated string is not too long) and on its pushdown tape the 
computation of K taking the control word as the input string. (3) ‘When no 
non-terminzl symbol is left on the working tape, then M examines whether the 
inscription on the working tape is w. (4) accepts w if and only if the question in 
ively answered. 
Furthermore we construcred 
ing tape is always 
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Lemma 4. E Cclp(O). 
Let RI = (Q, X, T, 6, qo, F) be a non-deterministic writing pushdown accep- 
tor. Let us assume that M can write on its in ut tape, that it has no further Turing 
tape and that during its whole computation it does not leave the tape segment 
+t@rr;T.qr,& by the input word. Furthermore M does not write more than two 
symbols on its pushdown tapes in one step. 
First we: cojlsider a linear bounded automaton MI = (Q, X, T, &, qo, Fj whit 
given by M simply omitting the pushdown tape and let iK perform all moves which 
can be performed by M for some, inscription of its pushdown tape. That means, if 
8 : Q x T x T-+ Q x { - l,O, -t I} x T x T* is the nextmove function of M, theq 
&:QxT+Qx{-l,O,+l}xTisdefinedby: 
(s’, q, y’) E &(s, y) a 37, E T, p E {E) U ‘I’ u T2: (s’, r), y’, f) E figs, ‘y, 7,). 
The moves of MI can be described in the usual way [3, Theorem 7.41 by means of 
a. context-sensitive grammar 
G is defined in such a way that whenever M, can proceed from a configuration 
qoar l . l a,; al, . . ., tin E X to some configuration al.. .~y~qcy~+~. . . r,a,+~. . a, with 
@I, _ . ., Q, E T; ar+l,. . ., ai E X; q 6i Q9 then the derivation 
9” -AI- (E, a, al) - . l (E, ai, ai)(q, cYi+I, a,..,). . . (E, a, al)@, E, ar+,) l . . (8, e, a,) 
is induced by the rules of G. Here we assume that Al can write no symbol belonging 
to X and therefore M, has not scanned the string ar+l.. . a, up to this time. 
There.are three types of rules in P. 
(i) rules, which generate the “input word”: S + S(E, E, a), S +(qo, E, (2) belong 
to P for all a Ci X; 
(ii) rules, which simulate one step of Ml: Let vi = (qi, ai, ai) E 
(QU{~})X(TU(~})XXfori=1,2,3,withc~~=q~=~ andqzEQ.Setp=azif 
CC- f E and p = c= if (Ye = E. Then the fokwtng rules belong to P: 
VI v2 v3+ v+, a*, k)(q’, m, a3) if (q’, a’, 1) E S,(qz, p), 
Vi v2 vr-+(q’, m, a,)(&, d, aZ)v3 if 
These rules are not context-sensitive but we know how equivalen context-sensitive 
to 
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In the usual way it follows that S $+ w E X* holds if and only if w is accepted 
by M. 
Now let A4 br our writing pushdown acceptor and let L be the language accepted 
by M. We have to show that there exists a context-sensitive grammar G and a 
context-free la guage C such that L = L(G, C,S). we ke G to be the grammar 
defined above. By means of the control language we w now guarantee that only 
those rules of G can be applied which belong to the actual inscription of the 
tape. In order to do this we split the set P up into disjunctive sets 
ii) with y E T, 7 E {E} U T U T”. 
Here PO is the set of all rules defii:ed in (ii and P1 is the set of all rules defined in 
(iii). NOW set vi = (q, ai, a,) for i = 1,2,3, with ql= 43 = E, a2 E Q and set /3 = cy2 if
a2 f E; p = a2 if a2 = E. Then the rules 
u1 v2 v3-+ v,(q T’, a2)v3, or 
vl v2 h--+ (q’, a,, a,)(&, a’, a2)h 
belong to P(y, ji) if and only if (q’, cy ‘, ‘I, 7) E s(q2, /3, y) with rl = 0 OF r) = 1 OF 
71= - 1, res \ectiveEy. 
We set 
Then P = PO U P, CJ P2. In order that PO, PI, P(y, 7) are disjunctive sets we have to 
permit that so.me rules out of P occur in P more than once and that these rules are 
associated with different markers. 
We choose c = PgoC,o Pt with a certain C, C PT. The rules out of PO generate 
an encoding on” the input word, the rules out of P, generate the terminal word. The 
computation trf A4 is simulated by the rules belonging to P2 in such a way that the 
rule itself describes the alteration on the Turing tape and the marker of the rule 
describes the alteration on the pushdown tape. To make this clear we use a 
homomorphism h : PT--+ TT, Tz = T X ((6) U T U T*), which is defined by 
A word OUT of TT totally describes all alterations which are performed on the 
ne a context-free language 
image of the eontrd word) of 
e i E {I, . . .‘) r - I} then yIA 1 must be 
owever if yi = E (this means that the uppermost 
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symbol on the pushdown tape, in our case yi, has to be erased), then yi+l is uniquely 
determined by (rt, $). . . (yi, qi) to be the rightmost symbol of some $ which has 
not been erased yet. This can be described formally in the following way: 
We define a partial mapping rl, : TZ + 2% for all yl, ~2, 73 l4 E Tf by: 
$((yt, Y2) h2r & )) = {h & )h Itih, y2%) (739 47 )) = {h y2)h 
Let $* be the transjtive closure of #. Then we set 
Cz = {v E 7-Z 1 (yo, E) E Jr*(u)}, C = P+h-‘(C+P:. 
C2 is a context-free language and therefore C is a context-free language, too. 
Furthermore we defined C2 in such a way that a control word out of C allows only 
derivation in G describing alterations of the Turing tape which are induced by the 
actual inscrifition of the pushdown tape. Therefore L (G, C, 0) = L holds. Cl 
From Lemmas 3 and 4 we get the theorem: 
3. 5?(O) = 5?(l) = E. 
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